Heaven In His Eyes

Words and Music by
Rich Mullins
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1. See the Teacher sitting on a mountain;
2. See the Master walking on the water;
3. See the Teacher playing with the children;
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see Him walking along the shore.
Friends and disciples
hear him speak and calm an angry wave.
Look at Him raise up
hear Him challenge doctors of the law.
Look at the people

gathering around Him say, "Never spoke a man like this",
Jairus' daughter; those who see the vision that

gathering to go with Him, and with a word, Laz'rus comes forth
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before."
But why a man as wise as He
from the grave.
But why is a man as strong as this
He saw.
This is why a man as holy as He
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weeping alone in Gethsemane?
Did He know some would
being betrayed by a good friend's kiss?
Could it be that may-be
had to die alone on Calvary.
It was the only way that
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Heaven In His Eyes - 2

G²(no3) D G²(no3) Last time to Coda Φ
A²sus

never _ see_ the heav - en in _ His eyes?
this man _ missed _ the heav en in _ His eyes?
we could ev - er see the heav en in _ His
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I'm not talk-ing a-bout _ the pie in the sky that you

good girls and boys _ got in the by _ and by, _ but, rath-er, the strength, the
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strength that we _ can find _ if we've _ got _ the guts _ to _ try.
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eyes, the heav - en in _ His
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eyes, the heav en in _ His
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eyes, yeah, the heaven in His eyes.

the heaven in His eyes.